
What is Numovo?
Numovo eliminates the inconvenience and
anxiety associated with traditional investment
practices by offering immediate access to low-
minimum investing, an expert support team of
researchers and financial analysts, and easy to
use tools that are tailored to your lifestyle and
financial goals.
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Numovo’s behavioral science experts use a
questionnaire to customize your portfolio to
your specific needs and risk levels. Your portfolio
composition is overseen by our professionals
with years of experience in securities markets
and are broadly diversified. You can set up your
plan once, have it execute consistently, and save
regularly.

Additionally, with every new client and
investment, Numovo helps a child’s future by
donating a portion of our profits to the
Cincinnati Children’s Hospital to assist in the
fight against pediatric cancer. We consider it our
responsibility and privilege to commit a
percentage of our profits to the research and
elimination of cancer in children.

LEA R N MO R E

Why Use Numovo?

Investment
management
We combine
sophisticated

technology, intelligent
rebalancing,

Lower fees
With a $500 minimum

to invest, and lower fees
than traditional advisers,
Numovo helps you save

more to make more.

24 Hour monitoring
With access to your

account 24/7, you can
take advantage of

investing as much as

http://www.numovo.com/
http://numovo.com/about


OUR COMMITMENT

With every investment
our customers make, we
invest in a child’s future.
Whether you are new to
investing, or are just looking for a
more modern way to invest, we
all have one thing in common. We
are all either a parent or a child.

diversification, and
analysis and support.

you want, when you
want.



Numovo is our platform for
making sure no parent or child
has to be alone in the fight
against cancer. The only
acceptable outcome for us is a
100% cure of pediatric cancer.
Your investments in Numovo will
help you take our pledge and join
the fight too!
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NUMOVO LLC is a

technology platform

used by Formidable

Asset Management

LLC. Formidable is an

SEC registered

investment advisor.

See SIPC.org for more

information on

protection and other

details.
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By using this website, you understand the

information being presented is provided for

informational purposes only and agree to

our Terms of Use and Privacy Policy. Numovo

relies on information from various sources

believed to be reliable, including clients and third

parties, but cannot guarantee the accuracy and

completeness of that information. Nothing in this

communication should be construed as an offer,

recommendation, or solicitation to buy or sell any

security.

All investing involves risk, including the possible

loss of money you invest, and past performance

does not guarantee future performance.

Historical returns, expected returns, and

probability projections are provided for

informational and illustrative purposes, and may

not reflect actual future performance.  As an

automated investing platform, Numovo does not

provide all services that a traditional advisor

offers. Therefore, Numovo is able to provide it’s

services for a fee that is generally less than the

fee charged by traditional advisors.
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